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Abstract. We develop and evaluate a modified invasion percolation (MIP) model for
quasi-static immiscible displacement in horizontal fractures. The effects of contact angle,
local aperture field geometry, and local in-plane interfacial curvature between phases are
included in the calculation of invasion pressure for individual sites in a discretized
aperture field. This pressure controls the choice of which site is invaded during the
displacement process and hence the growth of phase saturation structure within the
fracture. To focus on the influence of local in-plane curvature on phase invasion structure,
we formulate a simplified nondimensional pressure equation containing a dimensionless
curvature number (C) that weighs the relative importance of in-plane curvature and
aperture-induced curvature. Through systematic variation of C, we find in-plane interfacial
curvature to greatly affect the phase invasion structure. As C is increased from zero,
phase invasion fronts transition from highly complicated (IP results) to macroscopically
smooth. In addition, measurements of fracture phase saturations and entrapped cluster
statistics (number, maximum size, structural complication) show differential response
between wetting and nonwetting invasion with respect to C that is independent of contact
angle hysteresis. Comparison to experimental data available at this time substantiates
predicted behavior.

1. Introduction

Macroscopic effective properties that purport to describe
the pressure-saturation, relative permeability, solute dispersiv-
ity, and fracture-matrix interaction behavior of a single frac-
ture are functions of phase geometry within the fracture [Glass
et al., 1995b, 1996]. As a prelude to numerical construction of
two-phase pressure-saturation and relative permeability rela-
tions for an individual fracture aperture field, standard perco-
lation (SP), first introduced by Broadbent and Hammersley
[1957], has been used to model phase structure as a function of
pressure [e.g., Pyrak-Nolte et al., 1990; Pruess and Tsang, 1990].
At a given pressure, local aperture within the simulated frac-
ture aperture field (often spatially correlated) entirely deter-
mines whether that location is filled with the wetting or non-
wetting phase. This approach for determining phase structure
has been assumed relevant to low–capillary number flows
where viscous forces are negligible compared to capillary
forces (e.g., mobilization of entrapped phase ganglia does not
occur). Results of the SP approach suggest that the two-
dimensional nature of the aperture network increases the im-
portance of phase interference and trapping.

Implicit in the application of SP is an assumption that all

apertures are in a state of mutual communication and at equi-
librium within the system. For fractures, three communication
processes exist, all of which are “non-aperture-spanning”: flow
through the matrix that connects all apertures (wetting phase),
film flow along the fracture walls (wetting phase), and diffu-
sive-advective (transport of one phase within another) pro-
cesses (both wetting and nonwetting phases). To satisfy equi-
librium, timescales must be long with respect to those of the
communication processes.

In a large number of situations where one phase within the
fracture displaces the other, communication processes may not
exist. Alternatively, displacement may occur at a rate that is
orders of magnitude faster than communication processes, but
still under quasi-static conditions where viscous forces are neg-
ligible. For these situations, accessibility of apertures to a
phase, that is, adjacency of an aperture to a phase and con-
nection within that phase to a source or sink, places an addi-
tional control on phase displacement geometry. Models which
incorporate such accessibility rules for application to low–
capillary number flows have been termed invasion percolation
(IP), after the work of Wilkinson and Willemsen [1983]. Forms
of IP have been applied to spatially correlated aperture fields
by Kwicklis and Healy [1993] and Mendoza [1992] to calculate
fracture pressure saturation and relative permeability relations.

Neither SP nor IP approaches adequately capture either the
quantitative or qualitative character of small–capillary number
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phase invasion structures measured experimentally in trans-
parent analog fractures [e.g., Nicholl et al., 1992, 1993a, b,
1994; Nicholl and Glass, 1994; Glass and Nicholl, 1995a, b].
With respect to predictions based on SP or IP approaches,
these experiments, which were conducted in impermeable
walled fractures, have demonstrated macroscopic fronts; de-
creased phase entrapment on invasion; and depressed wetting
phase capillary rise, macroscopic gravity/buoyancy driven fin-
gers, and compact entrapped phase dissolution. Furthermore,
in experiments where the wetting phase entered the fracture
from a surrounding matrix, invasion was observed to occur
from discrete contact points [Glass and Norton, 1992]. Once
initiated from these “nucleation” sites, invasion fronts have a
similar character to those with no matrix influence.

In this paper we begin development of a modified invasion
percolation (MIP) model that incorporates additional physics
necessary to conform with experimental observations. At this
stage, we focus on the importance of local interfacial geometry,
and do not include viscous or gravitational forces, nor the
non-aperture-spanning communication processes mentioned
above. Both SP and IP implement a simplified aperture-
induced curvature that assumes fracture walls are locally par-
allel. Accurate description of the local interfacial geometry
requires us to also consider both the local convergence/
divergence of the fracture walls, and the local curvature of the
interface within the “plane” of the fracture (“in-plane” curva-
ture, normal to the local aperture induced curvature). Glass
[1993] included both these additional influences, along with
gravitational forces to simulate gravity-driven fingers in frac-
tures. While these early simulations showed reasonable quali-
tative and quantitative agreement with experimental observa-
tions, the rudimentary approach used for calculating in-plane
curvature created artificially blocky structures oriented in the
directions of the computational grid. Here, we implement a
more versatile formulation for in-plane curvature within the
MIP model. While still approximate and not without limitations,
this formulation allows us to begin systematic study of how
local interfacial geometry influences phase growth in fractures.

Full exploration of the local interfacial geometry’s influence
on phase displacement in fractures is beyond the scope of this
paper. After introducing the general model, we take the con-
tact angle to be constant in time and space and assume that
local convergence/divergence of the aperture field has a neg-
ligible influence. We then write a simplified nondimensional
equation in which the relative magnitude of the two principle
radii of curvature (in-plane and aperture-induced) are ex-
pressed as a dimensionless curvature number (C). We vary C
systematically in simulations for both wetting and nonwetting
invasion within a baseline dimensionless fracture aperture field
that is statistically equivalent to those we have used in previous
phase invasion experiments. We find that as C increases from
0 (the IP limit), the phase invasion structure transitions from
highly complicated to macroscopically smooth. Inclusion of
in-plane curvature allows us to model the experimentally ob-
served macroscopic fronts, decreased phase entrapment on
wetting versus nonwetting invasion, and compact entrapped
phase dissolution for phase invasion at low capillary number in
horizontal fractures.

2. Conceptual Model Development
Invasion percolation (IP), introduced by Wilkinson and Wil-

lemsen [1983], models phase invasion on a network where the

pressure within each phase varies as a function of time, but not
in space. This is a reasonable assumption in the limit of infin-
itesimal flow rate where viscous forces are negligible with re-
spect to capillary forces (i.e., quasi-static flow at small capillary
number). IP is implemented on a pore network of given con-
nectivity, with each pore assigned a probability of invasion. A
boundary surface is formed by filling selected pores with the
invading phase, typically on an edge of a rectangular network,
or a disk at the center. All pores connected to the boundary
surface are available for invasion; the one with the highest
assigned probability of invasion is found and invaded. This
pore filling modifies the list of pores available for invasion,
which is sorted again to find the next pore with the highest
assigned probability of invasion, and so on. If the defender
phase is incompressible, then pores that become surrounded
by the invader (entrapped) are removed from the list. Con-
versely, entrapped pores are not removed if in the timescale for
invader phase advance, the defender fluid is compressible, can
escape via film flow (wetting fluid), or will dissolve in the
invading phase. Invasion is stopped either when no pores are
found that are above a specified cutoff in assigned invasion
probability, or when growth has reached a specified spatial
extent such as edges of the network (e.g., breakthrough).

IP has been shown to conform reasonably well to the inva-
sion of a random, spatially uncorrelated, two-dimensional pore
network by a nonwetting fluid. Under these conditions, the
fluid-fluid interface exhibits structure on all scales down to the
pore scale and has been measured as fractal [Lenormand and
Zarcone, 1985]. However, wetting fluids invading porous net-
works show much smoother and more macroscopic fluid-fluid
interfaces [Lenormand and Zarcone, 1984]. In addition, when a
denser/lighter fluid displaces another from above/below in a
porous media, gravity/buoyancy-driven fingering occurs under
a variety of conditions of low flow (see review by Glass and
Nicholl [1996]). These fingers are found to be macroscopic
under wetting invasion [e.g., Glass et al., 1989] and microscopic
under nonwetting invasion [e.g., Schwille, 1988].

IP was modified by Meakin et al. [1992] to include gravity for
nonwetting invasion and additionally by Glass and Yarrington
[1989, 1996] to include both gravity and the interfacial smooth-
ing mechanism provided by multiple-adjacent-neck-pore-filling
facilitation for wetting invasion. These modified forms of IP
(MIP) are able to capture the essence of the wetting and
nonwetting fluid advancement in porous media where non-
pore-spanning communication processes are negligible. For
horizontal wetting invasion, macroscopic fronts are simulated,
their complication being a function of pore size distribution.
For horizontal nonwetting invasion the IP model is main-
tained, fronts do not form, and the invasion structure is not
influenced by the pore size distribution, only by its hierarchy.
With gravity, macroscopic gravity-driven fingers are simulated
for wetting invasion while pore scale fingers are calculated for
nonwetting invasion (again, predicted from simple inclusion of
gravity in IP). Nonwetting gravity destabilized invasion has
been subsequently studied by Deng et al. [1998]. Other forms of
MIP have been proposed to accommodate a variety of addi-
tional processes, including gas diffusion during drying [Prat,
1993]; film flow, snap-off, and pore-filling facilitation during
wetting [Blunt and Scher, 1995]; and viscous forces [Ewing and
Berkowitz, 1998]. Upscaled formulations of MIP have been
used to model phase displacements such as dense non–
aqueous phase liquid (DNAPL) migration within heteroge-
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neous aquifers [Glass et al., 1995a], and fluid migration under
gravity-stabilized situations [Ioannidis et al., 1996].

In the following, we develop a MIP model for low–capillary
number (negligible viscous forces or quasi-static) immiscible
fluid displacements in horizontal, rough-walled fractures
where non-aperture-spanning communication processes within
the fracture plane are slow with respect to aperture-spanning
fluid displacements. We focus on the interplay between the two
radii of curvature that define the local aperture filling pressure
along the fluid-fluid interface within the fracture. We concep-
tualize the fracture aperture field as a planar checkerboard of
individual aperture elements (sites) with a fourfold connectiv-
ity; the center of each site has a known local aperture. The site
invasion pressure (Pc) is a function of the two principal radii
of interfacial curvature (r1 and r2) and the surface tension (s)
as given by the Laplace-Young relation:

Pc 5 2sS 1
r1

1
1
r2
D (1)

As shown in Figure 1a, we take one principal radius of curva-
ture (r1) to be normal to the plane of the fracture and the
other (r2) to be in the plane of the fracture. The curvature
defined by r1 will intersect the fracture walls, while that defined
by r2 will not; therefore wettability affects only r1. If we assume
that the fracture surfaces are symmetric about a mean plane
(Figure 1b), r1 is related geometrically to the local aperture
(a) and local convergence/divergence angle of the fracture
surfaces (b) through the local contact angle (a) of the fluid-
fluid-fracture system:

r1 5
a

2 cos ~a 1 b!
(2)

Wettable surfaces are given by 0 , a , 90 and nonwettable
surfaces by 90 , a , 180. In order to account for spatial
variation in surface chemistry and transient or dynamic contact
angle [e.g., Dussan, 1979; de Gennes, 1985], a must be consid-
ered a function of space and time; b is defined as positive for
widening aperture (negative for narrowing), and hence will
vary depending on the invasion direction. Note that b has an
increasing influence on the invasion process as a approaches
90 from either direction; away from neutral wettability (a 5 90),
the influence of b diminishes.

Along the lines of Glass and Yarrington [1989, 1996], Glass
[1993] approximated the effect of r2 by considering three po-
tential local configurations as defined by the number of adja-
cent sites filled with the invading fluid. For one adjacent filled
site, invasion yields a final local r2 that is negative and approx-
imately equal to the distance between aperture locations. For
two and three adjacent filled sites, the local interface will be
much flatter after invasion, and thus r2 was considered to add
a negligible influence (i.e., r2 is large). This local approach
provided reasonable qualitative (i.e., macroscopic invasion
fronts) and quantitative (i.e., gravity-driven finger widths) re-
sults but overly emphasized the local curvature, yielding grid-
dominated, blocky fronts atypical of the experimental data.

Experimental observations show that as the front moves into
a new aperture location, it also moves partially into apertures
on either side, decreasing the local curvature. In addition,

Figure 1. Definition of r1 and r2. (a) Fluid-fluid interface within a fracture as seen looking down on the
fracture plane. Local in-plane curvature r2 is shown at four different locations along the interface between the
invading and defending phase. Note that both sign and magnitude of r2 will vary. (b) A local fluid-fluid
interface (along the transect A–A9 in Figure 1a) as seen perpendicular to the fracture plane. Fracture (and
hence fluid) geometry are conceptualized as being symmetric about a central plane (dashed line). The contact
angle (a), convergence/divergence angle (b), and r1 are defined in this plane; vertical lines illustrate discreti-
zation of the aperture field (a) with a grid spacing of d .
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regardless of grid resolution, the discretization of a continuous
fluid-fluid interface yields many local discontinuities (steps)
that are numerically indistinguishable from large local in-plane
curvatures. These observations imply that calculation of r2

must include information from further away than the adjacent
site. Here we implement a simple and flexible model for esti-
mating r2 that both avoids local discontinuities and incorpo-
rates information from a selected number of nearby sites along
the interface.

Consider r2 as a function of the angle (g) between two
vectors representing the average interface once a site is in-
vaded (see Figure 2). Noting that r2 should become infinite or
zero when g approaches 1808 or 08, respectively, we model r2 as

r2 5 ^r2& tan S g

2D (3)

where ^r2& is a representative r2 specific to the aperture field
under study. To avoid dependence on the discretization reso-
lution of the aperture field (such as that used by Glass et al.
[1997]), we link the calculation of g and ^r2& to the spatial
structure of the aperture field. We assume the aperture field to
be spatially correlated over a length (l), which we then take as
a characteristic length scale. In such a field we expect features
defined wholly by in-plane curvature to have approximate di-
ameters of l and take ^r2& ; 0.5 l . (Note that in analyzing
our experimental data, we find the representative curvatures

Figure 2. Estimation of r2 at a potential invasion site. Looking downward onto a checkerboard variable
aperture field, blocks (sites) shown in gray are filled with the invading fluid, hatched gray are invaded sites on
the active interface, and white are filled with the defender fluid; the hatched white block is the example site
for which an invasion pressure including r2 is calculated. (a) The vectors from the potential invasion site to
sites up to three positions away both to the right and to the left along the interface. (b) A weighted average
of unit vectors to the right and to the left of the potential invasion site defines the local average fluid interface,
and the angle g used for the calculation of r2. Positions used for this calculation should be within a distance
l on each side of the potential invasion site.
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where growth occurs to have this value as an upper limit.) The
vectors defining g (right or left; see Figure 2) are determined
as a weighted average of unit vectors extending from the po-
tential invasion site to each neighboring site along the interface
within a distance l (right or left). The weighting factor for each
unit vector is calculated as the reciprocal of the neighbor num-
ber (1 for nearest, 2 for next nearest, etc.) raised to a power.

Substituting for r1 and r2 in (1) yields

Pc 5 sS2
2 cos ~a 1 b!

a 1
2

l tan ~g/ 2!D (4)

As invasion proceeds, values of Pc at each site are used to
determine invasion order; the lower the Pc, the higher the
probability of invasion. Numerical implementation of MIP re-
quires several modifications to the IP invasion sequence de-
scribed previously. After a site fills with the invading fluid, the
r2 component of Pc (second term in parentheses of (4)) is
recalculated for all neighboring sites along the active interface
within the distance l. Then, for nearest neighbors of the in-
vaded site, b must be recalculated for the new local invasion
directions. The b that yields the most negative r1 component
(first term in parentheses of (4)) for wetting and smallest
positive for nonwetting is used in the recalculation of Pc.
Finally, if we tie the invaded volume to a flow rate, then time
is imposed on the invasion process, and dynamic contact angle
may be explicitly considered. We emphasize that the current
model for r2 is approximate, and requires aperture field dis-
cretization smaller than l; formulation of precise rules for

optimal discretization requires additional study and will not be
addressed further here.

3. Simulation Design for Relative Importance
of r1 and r2

A full study of (4) requires exploring parameter space for
both aperture (a) and contact angle (a) as random variables,
each characterized by their mean, variance, and spatial corre-
lation lengths; additionally, a must be considered as a function
of time. As a first step toward understanding the control of
local interfacial geometry on phase invasion structure, we re-
strict a to be constant in time and space. We also choose to
further simplify (4) by neglecting the influence of b, which will
be weak for a away from 908. With these simplifications, (4)
can be nondimensionalized to yield

P*c 5 2
sign (cos a)

r*1
1 C

1
r*2

(5)

with

P*c 5
^a&

2s ucos a u Pc r*1 5
a

^a&
r*2 5 tan S g

2D
C 5

^a&

l ucos a u

where ^a& is the mean aperture, and C we define as a dimen-
sionless curvature number that on average weighs the relative

Figure 3. Aperture field used for simulations. (a) A 256 3 256 pixel (38.4 3 38.4 mm) segment of the 850 3
1950 (127.5 3 292.5 mm) aperture field measured with transmitted light imaging by Nicholl and Glass [1994].
(b) Normalized histogram of the aperture field used in our simulations compared to that used by Glass [1993]
and modeled from surface measurements over a small area taken with a laser profilometer.
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magnitude of the r*1 and r*2 terms. The sign of r1 is retained to
distinguish between wetting and nonwetting invasion in the r*1
term. The field of r*1 values is determined by aperture geom-
etry, while the distribution of r*1 that is actually invaded and r*2
are path-dependent variables coupled through C in a highly
nonlinear manner.

We see from (5) that the phase growth behavior of a given
fracture with random aperture field of correlation length l is
determined simply by its dimensionless distribution r*1 and the
curvature number C . For a given r*1 distribution a single value
of C represents a family of geometrically scaled similar frac-
tures (defined value of ^a&/l) within a given fluid-fluid-solid
system (defined a) or denotes different fluid-fluid-solid sys-
tems (different a) with compensating geometries (different
^a&/l). Variation of C embodies varying the geometry (^a&/l)

for a given fluid-fluid-solid system (a), the fluid-fluid-solid
system (a) for a given geometry (^a&/l), or both.

The range of C for which (5) is valid will be limited; for
curvatures to be correctly represented by the model, the aper-
ture must be spanned and r2 must be wholly determined by
local variation in the aperture field. The first constraint limits
the maximum value of ^a& , and the second limits the minimum
value of l; thus ^a&/l , which defines system geometry, likely
varies from very small to between ;1 and 10. Additionally, (5)
is limited with respect to a; as a approaches 908 from either
above or below, the influence of b becomes nonnegligible and
(5) will no longer hold. In combination with the geometric
constraints, the upper limit of validity for (5) with respect to C
is likely to be in the range of ;5 to 50 depending on the r*1 field
in question.

Figure 4. Fracture saturation (volume and area) as a function of C . Volumetric and areal invading phase
saturations were measured at fracture satiation for both wetting and nonwetting cases. For both wetting and
nonwetting cases, volumetric and areal saturations are seen to converge and approach 1 (full saturation) as C
increases. The experiments used for comparison purposes allow only measurement of areal saturation.
Experimental measurements during wetting invasion from a point source (hatched box) coincide very well with
a limited suite of simulations corresponding to experimental values (solid triangles). The nonwetting exper-
iment (short dark line) was run with closed side boundary conditions and stopped short of satiation (break-
through); the large entrapped regions resulting from this boundary (see Figure 12) acted to reduce fracture
saturation. A limited suite of simulations corresponding to experimental values of C were run to breakthrough
under these boundary conditions (open diamonds); results correspond very well with the experimental
observations.
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tude (4.7 3 1022 to 3.85 3 101) and additionally for C of zero
(IP results). As stated above, this variation in C can be inter-
preted as variation of ^a&/l , or a for the field within the
discussed limits. For a of 0 or 180, C for our baseline fracture
determined by geometry (^a&/l) is ;0.3. Our treatment of
interfacial curvature increases the number of computations
required for each invasion site by approximately 2 orders of
magnitude over standard IP with trapping. Computational and
data storage requirements for implementation of MIP on the
full 1950 3 850 measured aperture field are significant.

4. Simulation Results and Analysis
MIP simulation yields a step-by-step history of the invasion

process that includes the pressure required to occupy each
invaded site on the lattice. Two steps in the invasion process
are of particular interest, “breakthrough” and “satiation.”
Breakthrough is defined as the first contact of the invading
phase with the downstream boundary of the aperture field (i.e.,
invading phase spans the long axis). Following breakthrough,
invasion is continued until all sites are filled with either invad-
ing phase or trapped defending phase. Because invasion of the
trapped defending phase is not allowed in our simulations,
fracture saturation does not increase beyond this point; hence
the fracture is satiated. Plates 1a and 1b show sequential inva-
sion (color) and satiated structures on the 1950 3 850 grid for
C 5 0 for wetting and nonwetting invasion, and Plates 1c–1h
show C values of 0.3, 1.2, and 38.5 for wetting invasion and 1.2,
9.6, and 38.5 for nonwetting invasion. Intermediate C values

for Plates 1c, 1d, 1f, and 1g were chosen such that the number
of sites occupied by the invading phase was similar for both
wetting and nonwetting cases.

IP with trapping (C 5 0.0) allows for two possible phase
structures, one each for wetting and nonwetting invasion (see
Plates 1a and 1b, respectively). For IP, capillary fingering (ex-
hibiting directional independence) and subsequent phase en-
trapment is suppressed at scales below l. Above l, “macro”
capillary fingering occurs, with finger widths on the order of l.
As seen in Plate 1, the interfacial smoothing imposed by the
increasing influence of in-plane curvature is dramatic. Aper-
ture field features of increasing size are smoothed as C is
increased; the large-scale features (;50 l) in the aperture field
are seen to persist up to a C of 1.2 for wetting (Plate 1c) and
9.6 for nonwetting (Plate 1g). For wetting invasion, at C 5
38.5 (Plate 1e), in-plane interfacial curvature is confined to
within 10 l of the edge boundaries. For nonwetting invasion
the interface evolves toward a rounded “blocky” flat at C 5
38.5 (Plate 1h). The blocky character results from small zones
where the aperture is at least 2 orders of magnitude smaller
than the mean. These zones act as “contact areas” that pin the
nonwetting interface and dissect it into a series of advancing units.

To illustrate the influence of C on small-scale invasion dy-
namics, simulations conducted on a small subset of the mea-
sured aperture field (64 3 64 sites) are shown in Plate 2. The
aperture field consists of small rounded regions or “basins” of
correlated large or small apertures of order l wide. We see
that for IP (C 5 0), the invading fluid tends to fill up a basin

Figure 5. P*c as a function of C . The dimensionless pressure required to span the fracture (breakthrough)
is found to increase slowly with C for both wetting and nonwetting invasion until C ; 1, after which it
increases rapidly. Increasing C above ;5 renders the fracture effectively hydrophobic even for hydrophilic
fracture surfaces.
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before spilling over the surrounding basin “edge” (see Plates
2a and 2d). On close inspection, the spillover of the basin edge
often occurs at a single site from which a narrow tendril grows
to the center of the next aperture basin. Outward expansion
then fills the new basin from its center. As a result of these
invasion dynamics, entrapment of the defending fluid tends to
occur at, or above l. Introduction of in-plane curvature signif-
icantly alters invasion dynamics. As C increases, development
of the invasion front becomes macroscopic; the edge spillover,
tendril formation, and basin fill-up dynamics are gradually
suppressed (see Plates 2b, 2c, 2e, and 2f). Macroscopic capil-
lary fingers gradually increase in width with C until reaching
the width of the system; that is, the structure of the invading
phase becomes more compact and occupies a larger fraction of
the fracture plane.

4.1. Quantitative Analysis of Phase Structures
(Breakthrough and Final)

Fractional occupancy of the grid by the invading phase is
considered for both areal and volumetric measures. Areal sat-
uration is defined as the fraction of sites that are occupied by
the invading phase. Volumetric saturation is defined as the
fraction of the total fracture volume that is occupied by the
invading phase, as calculated by summing the local aperture
volume of the invaded sites. Invading phase saturations (areal
and volumetric) measured at fracture satiation are shown to
increase as a function of C from minimums at the IP limit to
full saturation (1.0) (see Figure 4). Areal saturation at the IP

limit (C 5 0.0) is essentially identical for wetting and non-
wetting invasion (;0.44), suggesting that in this aperture field,
the spatial correlation of small apertures is nearly identical to
that of large apertures (also compare Plates 2a and 2d, where
the structure of the capillary fingers are seen to be near identical).

At small C , volumetric saturation for nonwetting phase in-
vasion exceeds the areal saturation, while the converse is true
for wetting invasion. This observation reflects the differing
phase occupancies within the aperture field for wetting and
nonwetting invasion. In the absence of in-plane curvature
(C 5 0.0), wetting invasion preferentially occupies the small
apertures, and nonwetting invasion the large apertures. Where
in-plane curvature dominates (large C), the macroscopic na-
ture of the invasion front causes the distribution of apertures
filled to closely resemble the aperture distribution; hence the
differences between volumetric and areal saturation become
negligible. Measurements of areal and volumetric saturation of
the invading phase taken at breakthrough exhibit behavior
similar to that shown in Figure 4 with necessarily reduced
values of saturation (not shown).

Invading phase saturations are positively correlated with C
(Figure 4); however, the increase with C starts sooner for
wetting invasion than for nonwetting. This occurs because of
the nonlinear interaction between C and chosen r*1. Increasing
C changes the distribution of apertures invaded to include
larger apertures for wetting invasion and smaller apertures for
nonwetting invasion. The first term in (5) is inversely propor-

Figure 6. Number of entrapped defending phase clusters as a function of C . The total number of defending
phase clusters trapped at fracture satiation is seen to decrease with C for both wetting and nonwetting cases.
Experimental measurements for wetting invasion (hatched box) agree well with simulations (solid triangles).
Simulations of nonwetting invasion run to breakthrough under closed side boundary conditions (open dia-
monds) coincide almost exactly with the nonwetting experimental observations (short dark line).
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tional to r*1; therefore, as C increases, the magnitude of this
term will on average decrease for wetting invasion and increase
for nonwetting invasion.

The influence of C on the invading structure is also seen in
the dimensionless threshold pressure required to span the frac-
ture (breakthrough, Figure 5). The threshold P*c increases
slowly up to C ; 1, after which it rapidly rises. Inclusion of
in-plane curvature yields an “effective hydrophobic” response
for hydrophilic surfaces (a 5 0.0) when C is above ;5. It is
unclear whether this effect is real or simply an artifact of the
in-plane curvature model for large C .

Increasing the importance of in-plane curvature causes both
the total number of entrapped clusters and the size of the
largest cluster to decline (see Figures 6 and 7, respectively).
For both wetting and nonwetting cases the total number of
entrapped clusters decreases slowly with increasing C and then
suddenly falls to zero; the nonwetting curve is shifted signifi-
cantly to the right (larger C) of the wetting curve (Figure 6).
Over the same range of C , the size of the largest entrapped
cluster size decreases more rapidly than the total number of
entrapped clusters (Figure 7). At C above ;1.0 the largest
cluster trapped by wetting invasion rapidly drops to zero; for
nonwetting invasion this rapid drop-off occurs at C ; 20,
yielding distinct trends for wetting and nonwetting invasion.

The interfacial complication of entrapped phase clusters is
also influenced by C . For any given cluster the ratio of perim-
eter length to area provides a scale-dependent measure of
compactness. Because the maximum entrapped cluster size is

also a function of C , we remove scale dependency by compar-
ing the perimeter of the largest entrapped cluster to that of a
circle with the same area. Results show that from the highest
complication at C 5 0 (IP) where both wetting and nonwet-
ting cases yield nearly identical results, the entrapped clusters
become both smaller (Figure 7) and more compact (Figure 8)
as C increases. Once again, we find distinct trends for wetting
and nonwetting invasion. We note that measurement of perim-
eter length on gridded data does introduce inherent inaccu-
racy, as lines not coincident with the grid are approximated by
stair-step features; however, the observed trends will remain.
In addition, because pixelated data are square in nature, the
measure shown in Figure 8 will have a minimum slightly higher
than 1 (;1.12).

4.2. Summary

As C is increased, fracture saturation increases, while the
complexity of both the invasion front and entrapped structure
behind the front decreases. The relatively smooth changes
observed in quantitative measures with increasing C indicate
that the second term in (5) gradually increases in importance
from negligible to dominant. Beyond this obvious and large
influence of C on the phase invasion structure, a more subtle
behavior is seen in the deviation of the measures for wetting
versus nonwetting invasion. All measures change most signif-
icantly between C values of 0.1 and ;2 for wetting invasion
and 1 and ;38 for nonwetting invasion. Outside of this zone of
variation, the wetting and nonwetting measures converge for

Figure 7. Largest cluster of entrapped defending fluid as a function of C . Area of the largest entrapped
defending phase cluster at fracture satiation is measured in units of aperture field correlation length (l2).
Measurements decrease slowly with C and then abruptly drop from macroscopic to zero. Experimental
measurements for wetting invasion (hatched box) coincide closely with the simulations (solid triangles).
Simulations of nonwetting invasion run to breakthrough under closed side boundary conditions (open dia-
monds) produced a larger entrapped region than was observed experimentally (short dark line).
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all quantities except volumetric saturation and P*c. Since it is
apparent that large and small apertures exhibit similar spatial
correlation, this response of all measures with respect to C
demonstrates an essential difference between wetting and non-
wetting invasion within a fracture that is independent of con-
tact angle hysteresis. In general, contact angle hysteresis causes
the nonwetting invasion angle to be greater than 180 minus the
wetting contact angle, and will therefore act to decrease C with
respect to the original wetting value; for a given fracture,
contact angle hysteresis will increase the C-induced differen-
tial response between wetting and nonwetting invasion for all
structural measures.

While the distribution and spatial structure of the possible
r*1 is prescribed for a simulation, the actual distribution of r*1
chosen during invasion is a function of C and is very different
for wetting and nonwetting invasion. With increasing C , the
r*1-chosen distribution shifts to increasingly resemble that of
the aperture field. In the case of wetting invasion this means
that larger apertures are preferentially invaded, decreasing the
importance of the first term (r*1) of (5) and facilitating the
dominance of the second term (r*2). The converse is true for
nonwetting invasion, where increasingly smaller apertures are
filled; the first term of (5) increases with decreasing aperture
size, opposing the influence of the second, and slows the
change of saturation, entrapped cluster number and size, and

overall complexity with C . Therefore, at any given value of C
within the range where C has influence but is not dominant,
wetting invasion will form less-complicated structures than
nonwetting invasion.

Finally, we note that we have considered only one aperture
field of limited size (;170 3 390 l); as a result, variation of
quantitative measures with C is not completely smooth (Fig-
ures 4 and 6–8). A Monte Carlo approach that considers a
large number of statistically similar r*1 fields would be expected
to produce smooth curves for the summary statistics. Each
simulation set from such a study should yield the same trends
as our current study and be a bit rough (such as seen in the
current results); however, the combination of all simulations
should yield smooth curves with defined variance.

5. Comparison to Experiments
In recent years we have conducted a number of experiments

exploring air-water invasion processes in fractures formed
from the same material as the one measured and used in the
simulations presented above. In our experiments, two pieces of
commercially available textured glass (152 mm 3 305 mm)
were placed in a transparent test cell such that the two textured
surfaces formed an aperture field. The textured glass was
smooth below the roughness imposed by the texturing process,

Figure 8. Perimeter of the largest cluster of entrapped defending fluid relative to a circle of equivalent area,
shown as a function of C . Compactness of the entrapped clusters was evaluated by normalizing perimeter
length of the largest entrapped defending phase cluster with that of a circle of equivalent area. Complication
of the cluster perimeter is seen to decrease with C for both wetting and nonwetting cases. Experimental
measurements for wetting invasion (hatched box) closely coincide with the simulation results (solid triangles).
Simulation of nonwetting invasion run to breakthrough under closed side boundary conditions (open dia-
monds) trapped larger clusters than were observed in the experiment (see Figure 9); contact between the
largest simulated cluster and the side boundary produced a more compact structure than was observed in the
experiment (short dark line).
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the fracture along all edges. The invasion sequence for one of
the three experiments is illustrated in Plate 3a. Scale of the full
experiment (152 3 305 mm) is roughly that of the MIP simu-
lations (127.5 3 292.5 mm). The compact structure of the
experimental wetting fronts is notably dissimilar to IP simula-
tions (C 5 0.0; see Plate 1a), which grossly overestimate
entrapment of the defending phase and complexity of the in-
vading phase structure. The IP simulations also display a char-
acteristic length scale that is on the order of the correlation
length; a feature that is not seen in the physical experiments.
Simulations where r2 is included more closely reflect the com-
pact nature of the physical invasion process, with the experimen-
tal structure falling between C of 0.3 and 1.2 (Plates 1c and 1d).

More explicit comparisons can be made by estimating C for
the experimental system. As stated above, contact angle of the
experimental system was observed to vary between 358 and 558.
Using measured l of 0.72 mm and ^a& of 0.215 mm, this
corresponds to a range in C from ;0.38 to 0.52. Simulations
were conducted over this range of C using a point source
inflow boundary condition as was used in the experiment; a
representative example, shown in Plate 3b (a 5 48, C 5 0.45),
demonstrates reasonable qualitative agreement with the phys-
ical experiment. Experimental measurements of wetting inva-
sion are shown as a hatched box in Figures 4 and 6–8. The
vertical dimension of the box is defined by the minimum and
maximum experimental measurements, and the width spans
the estimated range in C . In all cases, experimental measure-
ments correspond closely with results of the simulations. Fur-
thermore, quantitative measures of these simulations do not
differ significantly from those run with inflow along a full edge.

The slow displacement of water by air (nonwetting invasion)
in the single experiment conducted within the fracture is shown
in Plate 4. In this experiment the long sides of the fracture were
sealed, and flow manifolds were placed across the full width of
the upstream and downstream boundaries. Air was supplied
slowly to the upstream boundary while the downstream bound-
ary was vented to the atmosphere. Because the downstream
boundary was an open reservoir, phase structure development
halted once the air spanned the fracture (e.g., invasion stops at
breakthrough rather than at satiation). Additionally, the no-
flow side boundaries caused the entrapment of large water
clusters against the side edges, which in turn restricted the
invasion front to a relatively confined backbone in the center
portion of the test cell. Even with these differences, it is obvi-
ous that the IP process (C 5 0.0) as shown in Plate 1b differs
significantly from the observed phase invasion structure, while
those simulations that include r2 (see Plate 1f) provide a more
appropriate representation.

A series of simulations was designed for consistency with the
physical experiment; C was varied over a range of 0.38 to 0.52,
and no-flow boundary conditions were implemented on the
long edges. The invasion structures show good qualitative
agreement with the physical experiment. A representative ex-
ample (C 5 0.45) is shown in Plate 4b. Quantitative measures
for both the simulations and the experiment are plotted in
Figures 4 and 6–8 with the single physical experiment dis-
played as a solid bar spanning the range of estimated C . Sim-
ulations specifically designed to reflect experimental condi-
tions are shown as open diamonds joined by a solid line. In all
cases the differential response in simulation results between
wetting and nonwetting invasion for quantitative structural
measures is also seen in experimental results, with lower struc-
tural complication and higher areal saturations for wetting

than nonwetting invasion. Measured results show reasonable
agreement between model and experiment for areal saturation
(Figure 4) and number of clusters (Figure 6); however, in the
simulations maximum cluster size (Figure 7) overshoots the
experimental observations, while interfacial complexity of the
largest cluster is under predicted (Figure 8). In the experiment
(Plate 4b) the backbone of the invasion structure spans the
width of the fracture near the midpoint. In the simulations
(e.g., Plate 4a) a similar feature begins to form but does not
fully develop to span the fracture width. As a result, simula-
tions form one very large and compact entrapped cluster. If
that cluster had been split by the undeveloped arm of the
invading phase backbone, simulation results would be more
consistent with the experimental measurements. As noted
above, experiments and simulations were run in different phys-
ical realizations of the analog fracture; the undeveloped arm
observed in the simulations may reflect small differences in
large-scale aperture structure between realizations of the an-
alog fracture.

5.2. High-Resolution Gas Dissolution Experiment

The dissolution of entrapped air into a flowing water phase
within the baseline fracture was studied by Glass and Nicholl
[1995a]. The initial entrapment structure was formed by slow
air invasion of a water saturated, horizontal fracture (similar to
Plate 4) followed by water flow. Entrapped air was subse-
quently dissolved by switching the flowing phase to deaerated
water. Images of the fracture taken with a high-resolution
CCD camera (2048 3 2048 pixels, 4096 gray levels) allowed us
to track the shrinkage (dissolution) of the entrapped phase in
time. The aperture field for this fracture was measured before
the dissolution experiment at a spatial resolution of 0.143 mm
per pixel, which is identical to that in our MIP simulations,
above. Glass and Nicholl hypothesized that under these exper-
imental conditions, the shrinkage path of individual entrapped
gas clusters is simply governed by the same phase invasion
processes modeled in MIP. Plate 5 shows the shrinkage of a
typical entrapped air cluster along with that predicted by IP
and MIP (C of 0.45). MIP is vastly superior to IP at repre-
senting the qualitative aspects of shrinking order dynamics.
Exact replication of the shrinkage order is not expected be-
cause slight errors in the aperture field influence the growth
order; however, the compact nature of entrapped phase disso-
lution seen in the experimental data is well simulated with MIP.

6. Conclusions
Discrepancies between experimental and theoretical results

have led to a formulation of modified invasion percolation
(MIP) for application to low–capillary number immiscible
fluid displacements in horizontal rough-walled fractures. MIP
incorporates influences beyond the traditional SP or IP ap-
proaches that are either dependent on the local configuration
of the invasion front within the fracture (local in-plane curva-
ture and local convergence/divergence within the aperture
field) or time (e.g., a dynamic contact angle). In this paper we
have focused on understanding the influence of in-plane cur-
vature under conditions where the contact angle is constant in
time and space and the influence of local aperture field con-
vergence/divergence is negligible.

We have found that local in-plane interfacial curvature can
greatly affect the phase invasion structure in horizontal frac-
tures. The dimensionless curvature number, C , captures the
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essence of the interplay between the mean local aperture in-
duced curvature (as parameterized by the mean aperture di-
vided by the cosine of the contact angle) and the mean local
in-plane curvature (as parameterized by the spatial correlation
length of the aperture field). Where aperture variability dom-
inates (small C), the structure becomes highly complicated
and conforms to IP. Where in-plane interfacial curvature dom-
inates (large C), the invading fluid moves across the network
from the supply surface with one macroscopic front.

Quantitative measurements show fracture phase saturations,
number of clusters and their maximum sizes, and phase struc-
ture complication to be highly dependent on C . In addition,
these same measures exhibit a differential response to C for
wetting and nonwetting invasion that is independent of contact
angle hysteresis. We therefore hypothesize macroscopic effec-
tive properties or models dependent on underlying phase
structure (e.g., pressure/saturation relations, relative perme-
ability, solute dispersion, fracture/matrix interaction) to exhibit
strong functional dependency with C that is different for wet-
ting and nonwetting invasion.

Comparison to past experimental data substantiates the MIP
model both qualitatively and quantitatively; however, experi-
mental verification across a range of C is yet to be accom-
plished. Additionally, the systematic variation of the dimen-
sionless aperture field, r*1, has yet to be considered either
numerically or experimentally. We do expect that as the dis-
tribution of r*1 narrows/widens, the influence of in-plane cur-
vature will increase/decrease, and phase structure behavior
with C as seen in Figures 4 and 6–8 will shift to the left/right.

Full evaluation of local interfacial geometry’s influence on
phase invasion structure within rough-walled fractures requires
study of (4) to include both local aperture field convergence/
divergence and the spatial/temporal variation of the contact
angle. The results of these explorations will yield perturbations
around the baseline behavior presented in this paper. Finally,
we note that there are many other modifications and exten-
sions that can be made to the current model and analyses. The
algorithm for in-plane curvature obviously can be refined. Ex-
tensions that allow analysis of other important phase invasion
processes in fractures such as gravity/buoyancy-driven flows,
fracture/matrix interaction in permeable walled fractures, film
flow in micro rough fractures, vapor transport, and the influ-
ence of viscous forces at higher capillary numbers are also
possible.
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